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Girls’ High School & College, Prayagraj 

Revision Paper No. 1 

Session  :    (2020 – 21 ) 

Class  -  3  ( A to  F ) 

Subject :     English    Language 

 
                       

Instructions:  Parents should make the children  revise the topics of Worksheets No.1,2 and 5 first  

and then do the exercises given below : 

 

                        

{Exercise -1} 

          Read the instructions given in the brackets carefully and then do the exercise:  

1) A sentence always begins with a  ………… letter.  ( small /capital ) 

2) A butterfly ………………………(supply a suitable predicate) 

3) Flock:   Deck:  Fleet : (Select the collective noun for  “Ships” ) 

4) We went to the Paradise Mall to see a film. ( pick out the proper noun) 

5) A choir of …………… (  fill in the correct word) 

6) Every sentence has a subject and a predicate.(Write true or false) 

7) Paris, Jack,  Colorado Mountains, heap ( find the odd one out) 

8) Peanut butter and jelly mix well together and taste great. (circle the subject) 

9) We gathered seashells on the ……………. ( complete the sentence using a noun)         

10)  A mother’s  love for her children never ends. (Here  ‘children’ is which noun ) 

{Exercise-2}                                            

        Re -write the sentences  as  per  instructions given  : 

I. Re-arrange the jumbled words to make a meaningful sentence : 

a) my sister/ go/ I / every/ afternoon/ for a walk/ with/ 

b) eggs  /make /twelve/ dozen  /a / 

2.  Divide the sentences by picking out the subject and the predicate: 

a)The  students studied hard  for the  test. 

b) A microwave and a blender cannot both fit on the counter in my kitchen. 

                                      3.    Make sentences of the words given below :  
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                                                      a)  Hobby - 

b)  Weather - 

4.  Circle the common nouns and underline the proper nouns in each 

sentence.Then re-write the sentences using capital letters for the proper 

nouns: 

 

a) mary and her friend jala brought their bikes to the disneyland  park. 

b) shweta lives in a small town in janakpur. 

5. Replace  the underlined words with a suitable collective noun and rewrite 

the sentences : 

 

a)  The captain led his  group of players  to the ground. 

b)  A lot of people  gathered on the beach. 

{Exercise -3} 

       Write a  paragraph on the topic  ‘My Pet’  or ‘ The Pet I  Would Like to Have’  

 

                                         Think   ----- 

• Why  did you want a pet ? /Why do you want a pet ?  

• What sort of a pet did you want?/ do you want? 

• What have you named it? / would name it? 

• How do you take care of it? / would take care of it? 

• The games you play with it /would play with it ?   

                                                                     

 

 

                                                             {  End }                                
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